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Abstract: A self-consistent, unifd~ microscopic theory ofparticle-phonon coupling is applied to the
Sb and In isotopes, which are treated as proton-particle and proton-hole states respectively
coupled to the ground and row-lying vibrational states of Sn. The particle-phonon coupling
interaction is derived from the same realistic two-body interaction which gives rise to the
vibrational emdtations in Sn. Spectroscopic factors, level schemes and B(B2) values calculated
with no adjustable parameters are shown to be in good agreement with experimental data .

1. Inaodadioa

The coupling of singlo-particle and collective degrees of freedom bas long been
known to exist in the nucleus. Specifically, the coupling of single-particle to nuclear
vibrations, or phonons, is a well-known phenomenon. Foldy and Milford 1) pointed
out the effect ofthis coupling on the magnetic moments of odd-mass nuclei. Bohr and
Mottelson 2) made acomprehensive study of the coupling in the liquid-drop model.
More recently Castel et al. 3) studied this phenomenon in the 2s-ld shell, and
Hamamoto 4) did an extensive study of this phenomenon in the Pb region. For the
nuclei that will be studied in this work, the Sb isotopes have been investigated by
Vanden Berghe and Heyde s) and I'51a by Dietrich et al. 6).

In the microscopic description of nuclear phenomena the surface vibration is
described as coherentexcitations ofhole-particlepairs interacting through theresidual
nuclear two-body interaction'). Thesame interaction should also provide a coupling
between the single-particle and the vibrational motions. However, such a unified,
or self-consistent treatment of the particle-phonon coupling has not so far been
attempted . Compared to the . simple phenomenological treatment 3 - 6) a self-
consistent calculation is many-fold more complicated. Forexample, as a prerequisite
the structure of the vibration must be calculated. In many cases such a calculation
is quite lengthy. On the other hand, in aphenomenological calculation no knowledge
of the vibration more than its excitation energy and multipolarity, which is obtained
experimentally, need be known. Furthermore, such simple calculations have in most
cases been reasonably successful. It is therefore not surprising that a unified treatment
has been avoided.
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In this paper we investigate the unified treatment of particle-phonon coupling .
We show that a unified theory of particle-vibration coupling works very well indeed,
at least in the Sn region . Here Sb is considered to be a proton-particle state coupled
to the ground state and vibrations of Sn, and In is considered to be a proton-hole
state coupled to Sn. We show that even thoughthere is quite good agreement between
theory and empirical data when no parameters are adjusted in the unified calculation,
significantly better agreement is achieved when one or two collective properties of Sn
are altered in the composite system in a reasonable manner.

In sect . 2 the formalism for the unified theory particle-phonon coupling is given.
In sects. 3 and 4 results for the Sb isotopes and for "'In, respectively, are discussed
and compared with experimental data. These results are obtained using a realistic
interaction which had previously been shown to account for the important properties
of the low vibrational states in the even Sn isotopes . Sect . 5 is a summary.

2. Formmlism

For a system of interacting quasiparticles (qp) and phonons, the Hamiltonian with
a two-body interaction can be written as

H = Ho+

	

E"aâa"+

	

a>,QIQx+

	

D,jx(Qxa;a.,+h.c.),

	

(1)
"

	

A

	

yJl

where 4 (d") is a qp creation (annihilation) operator; Qi is a phonon creation
operator,Ho is a constant ; E" is the qp energy ; m, is the excitation energy ofthe pho-
non, andD7jA is particle-phonon coupling matrix element. The subscript a stands for
all the quantum numbers of a single-particle (s.p.) orbital except the magnetic
quantum number m" , the Greek subscript a =- (a, m"), and a --- (a, -m"); 1 is the
angular momentum of the phonon, A = (l, m,) and 1= (l, -m,). Theqp operators
are related to the s.p. operators (cs and c") by the Bogoljubov-Valatin s) trans-
formation,

a; = u"ca -sv"c..

	

(2)
where s"	andu and v are the qp occupational amplitudes satisfying
u;+v; = 1. The phonon operators can be expressed in terms of qp operators 1)

QI =

	

1

	

( "r(

	

)t-(-)~ 'Y"),

	

(3)
1+ô"b

(A~)t = Y, C~ga:aé.

	

(4)......
where Cy a <mn bmbJlm,> is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. The amplitudes x andy
satisfy the orthonormal conditions :

9

E (-ix;'-Yw) = bu,i
(5)

E (xi"xi-Yi,'YJ) = 8,J, (6)
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where o labels all phonons with the same l;1,jrepresent pairs of qp subscripts and
in (5) only ordered qp (d, ;9; b;) pairs are summed over. The A, x andy all have the
symmetry property

The last term in (1) provides the coupling between quasipartìcles and phonons.
It can be derived from the same residual interaction that gives rise to the interaction
between phonons. If the two-body residual interaction is jVy7jc c;c,c., then the
reduced particle-phonon interaction matrix element, I),,a = D jA/C;x is given by

x~ 'e
_(_)t"+j.+sxé, .

	

(7)

= i Y, V1 +8,h
V21

+1 (F.kau,ud+(-Ì'°+1
.+sF~tivr)

ja

where the F-matrix elements are defined by

V�Irj = ~ C~s,C~spf,,, .

x (XLA +Y-'bti ub)1

The creation operator b; for a particle-phonon coupled state I P,,) = b; 10)

can be written as
b; = eaT+ Y, zis[ajQj]r+y3 E zisi-[aâ[Q2tQ2t]Jr"

	

(10)u

	

ds,

where [ ],, means angular-momentum coupled to q; z, z& and z ss, are, respectively,
the qp, qp-phonon and qp-two-phonon amplitudes. In the actual computation only
the phonons 1= 21, 3i and 4i were considered and for the twophonon term only
the 21 phonon was considered, because mz,+ ;t~ 1.2 MeV z .}m3,- z cwt,+ in the
even Sn isotopes.
Eq. (1), which implies a linear equation ofmotion for b17 1 0> is derived by assuming

that (i) Q t and Qobey bosoncommutation relations; (ii) the qp and phonon operators
commute; (iii) 10) is aphonon vacuum as well as aqp vacuum. These conditions are
satisfied to a good degree of approximation when the physical state represented by a
phonon operator does indeed arise from the collective motion of many (quasi)
particles . The properties of the phonon will then be little affected by changes in any
constituent single particle. The number of particles involved in the phonon Q; 10>
is roughly equal to the strength of the Qi 10> -" 10> transition, B(EI), in single-
particle, or Weisskopf units (W.u.) . In the even Sa isotopes '°) B(E2) is about
10 S14 15W.U . andB(E3) is about 25-30 W.u.; suggesting that the number ofparticles
involved in these phonons is indeed large . As the collectivity ofthe phonon decreases,
effects of the neglected antisymmetrization terms (note that the coherent anti-
symmetrization terms are already included in the matrix element D,jx) become more
important, andthe accuracy of the linear approximation worsens. In this context the
problem of antisymmetrization in a two-level system has been solved by Bès et al. 22 ) .
In general, in the limiting case when the particle strengths are completely fragmented,
the linear approximation breaks down and one must resort to the usual shell-model
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diagonalization procedure . Returning to the derivation of the equation of motion,
we have, from the three assumptions stated above, the . following commutators:

motion

[H, a;]I0> = E,,ay10>+ Y,D~�a;,,7I0),

	

(11à)
a

[H, aú,JIO> m (Ed+m,,,ata.,IO)+D,,Ra;IO>

+

	

ói2Dd.2U(j.2j.2 ; jjh)sâ2j - ..,IO>,

	

(11b)
a.

[H, ai2r, 7]IO> _ (Ed +2m2)ai2r. rIO>

+2 F,D.r2U(jr2j.2 ; j.h)a .12.rIO>,

where 4, -o [ajtQAIL, aI2i-.r = Ia;[Q21Q211t"L and U(abcd;ef) = ./(2e+1)(2f+1)
x W(abcd; of) is the normalized Racah coefficient. From (11) and the equation of

[H, bit]l0i = e.RI0>,

	

(12)
we obtain the secular equation for the amplitudes z, in block-matrix form

/Ed-8. Dam, 0 t

ea

z° .

Si1 2D&2
Dai

	

E,+cu,-s.

	

xU(i.2j,2; jjl'

	

=0.

	

(13)

6122D+.2
0

	

xU(j.2j,2; J,11')

	

E.+2w2-s.

	

.u

The residual interaction used in the calculations is derived from the nucleon-
nucleon interaction of ICahana, Lee and Scott 11). Pairing correlations for the
neutrons are taken into account for the neutrons 12 ), but not for the protons, since
the Sn isotopes have a magic (50) proton number. Thus the low-lying states in the
odd Sb (In) isotopes are described as proton particle-(hole) phonon coupled states.
The neutron and proton sp energies, in II'Sn, for the twelve active orbits are given
in table 1. The present calculation is in general notvery sensitive to the s.p. energies of

Tea 1
Singie-particleen~for l'sSn

Orbit Proton (Mf Neutron (MêV) Orbit Proton (MéV) Neutron (MêV)

2p* -5.5 -5.5 3s* 1.3 0.7
14 -7.0 -5.0 2d* 1 .2 1 .9
2p* -5.2 -4.0 lhjF 1.5 2.5
1s. -4.9 -2.5 Ih* 7.2 4.0
2dj 0 0 2fj. 6.8 5.0
1tj 0.2 0.5 1i.V 9.5 7.5



the three highest orbits. However,theexperimental level scheme of 11 51n requires that
the relative energies ofthe three proton.orbits 2pj, 2p* and lgt be more or less as given
in table 1 and that the lft orbit be ft 1 MeV more bound that the lpt orbit. The
proton s.p. energy for orbit a in the isotope ASn, where A is the atomic-mass number,
is given by

3.2 . THE AMPLTTUDBS s°, s°� AND s°m
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E.(A) = E.(ll6)+p�(A)=p,(ll6),

	

(14)

R.(A) sE J':V2j,+1 n,(A)F",

	

(15)2j.+1

where 4(A) is the occupation probability .foí the neutron orbit c in isotope ASn .
The phonon states 2,+ , 3i and 4,+. in the even Sn isotopes are. described as two-gp
vibrations. It has previously been shown 13) that experimental systematics of the
level scheme and electromagnetic properties of the 21 and 3i states in these nuclei
are very satisfactorily accounted for by this description . Results obtained inrefs. 11,

13)

are used for the present calculation, except for.the excitation energies for the 21 and
3T states, where the experimental values are used. In all cases spherical harmonic
oscillator functions are used as wave functions for the s.p. orbitals . The oscillator
frequency is taken to be proportional to A-f and is normalised to hw - 8.3 MeV
for 116Sn.

3. Rewlts foc the add Sb lsotopes
3.1 . SYSTEMA 1CS OF THE LEVELSCHBMB OF LOW-LYING LEVELS

The theoretical (solid line) and experimental 14, .1 s)(wed line) energies measured
from the i level of the

	

and.*

	

states are shown in fig. 1. As revealed by
stripping reactions

	

these states are mainly single-particle states in the 2dß.,
lg4, 3s}, 2dF and lhj~ proton orbitals, respectively . The most prominent systematic
in fig. 1 is the lowering of thej = 1-} (the J+ and I') levels relative to thej - 1+1
(the ,4+,1+ and,V-) levels, as the mass number increases. For example the ground
state is switched from J* in "1Sb to I± in 123Sb. Theoretically this level crossing is
almost entirely due to changes in the self-energy p., defined in (15). This is shown in
fig . 2, where E(g*)-E(dj) (solid line) and e;r,+-4,+ (dashed line) are plotted.
Fig. 1 shows that the calculated energy shift between the j = 1+1 andj = 1-1 is
only about 50 % ofthe observed energy shift, thus suggesting that the spin dependence
of the monopole F-matrix may be too weak.

As a typical case, the amplitudes. . for `fib are given in table 2. We note that
(zo)z+Y(f2)z 0.95 for the two lowest (j,+ and i ) states and Rs 0.90 for the neat
two lowest (1i and Ii) states. This implies that the importance of the 4, .y 10>
(l ¢ 2*) and atz,.. r 10) components in these states is only marginal. These compo-
nents become more important for the higher states. In particular the components
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Fig. l . Relative binding energies oflow-lying levels in Sb isotopes. Dashed lines connect the experi-
mental values and solid lines connect the computed values .

Fig. 2. Calculated relative binding energies of the f1+ and {,* states. Dashed line : er.s4; solid
line : ftp-i3(dj).

aisl . . ~~ OJ of the

	

+ and Ji states contribute about 30 % of the respective B(E2)
strengths (see next section).

In table 3 a comparison is made between the theoretical s.p . amplitude z°
and spectroscopic amplitude ,/S, obtained from the stripping reaction 1 s)
dSn(3He, d)A+1Sb for the I,+, I,+, I,+ , Ii and -'sl-i states in the isotopes iii -125Sb.
In view of the fact that the uncertainty 1 a) in /S is ofthe order of20 %, the agreement
between theory and experiment is surprisingly good. In figs . 3 and 4 more detailed
comparisons are made for all states with VS or I z` I greater than 0.3 in the two
isotopes ;19Sb and 1z3Sb. The agreement between theory and data is slightly better
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in 119Sb. The smaller calculated level spacns for the states at 1 .5-2.0 MeV probably
is an indication that the residual interaction may be somewhat too weak . In 123Sb
this small level spacing is also partly due to the fact that the calculated energy separa-
tions between the lowest J and I states, and the I and I states are too small. Un-

Ilasb

( 3HO,d)
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Fig. 3. Computed and empirical single-particle amplitudes in "9Sb.

doubtedly if we adjusted the input parameters, such as the single-particle and the
phonon energies, in the calculation for each nucleus, a better agreement between
theory and experimental data could be achieved.

The reduced matrix element for the electric transition operator tr between two
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Fig. 4. Computed and empirica) single-particle amplitudes in "Sb.

+~%JZ

	

(-r-jdi'[ 2~2rW(2l'ca ; Jd)+zi2rz2W(2l'ac; Jd)]) "

	

(16)

where <c II t, II a> is the single-particle matrix element; <0 II t, II J> is the phonon
transitionmatrix element; d = .,/2j.+ 1 ; and a has been used as a short-hand notation
for j. in the phase factors and the Racah coefficients . For the 0transition t2M =
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exp

0.63

0.72

0.79
0.79

0.70

0.87

') The coefficient s° in eq . (10).
1) Spectroscopic amplitude VS, from ref.

r2Y2Y(P) and the transition strength is

B(E2; ik, -' 4,b) = ell<*CIl

	

2114,b>I 2.

	

(17)

The static quadrupole moment for the state I qfa> is

Qo(j,) = e,J]Ar<j~jc201iJ,><*JIr2Y211*c> "

	

(18)

In the present calculation we ignore the term <2 I I t2 11 2> which isjustified by noting
that the Sn nuclei are basically spherical. Experimentally the quadrupole moment,
which is proportional to <2 I I t2 11 2>, of the Sn isotopes is consistent with zero 16).
In the calculation 13)oftheB(E2;01 -+ 21 ) strengths in the Sn isotopes it wasfound
that a charge enhancement of de = 0.2e was needed for both valence protons and
neutrons in order to bring the calculated values into agreement with the measured
values . In the spirit ofthe unified theory the same charge enhancement should also be
used, as a first order approximation, in the Sb isotopes . However, this value for de
does not give a totally satisfactory result in comparing with data. In figs. 5 and 6
B(E2) values and the static quadrupole moments for the ground states in 121Sb

and 12sSb, respectively, are calculated as a function of de in the range
0.2e S de 5 0.5e. The B(E2; 01 -. 2i) as a function of de is calculated using the
relation

B(E2; 0 -" 2; Ae)

	

a

	

+ de
(1+R)

,B(E2 ;0->2;de=0)C1

	

2,
e

(19)

whereR =2.8. is the ratio ofthe quadrupole transition matrixelementsfor the neutron
and proton densities 13) in the 2i state in Sn. In the present calculation we use the
values 1°)B(E2; 0+ -. 21+ ; de = 0.2e) = 2040 and2000 e2 " fm' for 12*Snand 122Sn,

respectively. Theexperimental B(E2) values shown in figs. 5 and6are those compiled
in the Nuclear Data Sheets 17, 18). The original data were obtained from (x, x'y)

TABLZ 3
Single-particle amplitudes in odd Sb isotopes

theory') clip °) theory exp theory exp theory exp theory

113 0.87 0.84 0.86 0.97 0.60 0.71 0.68 0.76 0.81
115 0.89 0.84 0.87 0.92 0.63 0.71 0.70 0.76 0.83

117 0.89 0.84 0.88 0.90 0.65 0.77 0.70 0.65 0.84

119 0.89 0.87 0.88 0.89 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.84
121 0.89 0.85 0.88 0.84 0.62 0.55 0.62 0.52 0.85

123 0.90 0.89 0.88 0.91 0.69 0.59 0.58 0.55 0.86

125 0.90 0.90 0.89 0.86 0.57 0.50 0.52 0.57 0.87
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reactions . It is seen that although the best de is different for each transition the average
value of de = 0.3e gives a very good description of the data. The theoretical fit to the
twelve pieces of data produces amean X1 of 1.56. The mean ,' increases to 4.81 when
de = 0.20e is used . We have thus some evidence that the extra proton in Sb provides
further polarization of the nucleus so as to make the effective charge for the valence
particles in Stfslightlylarger thati tharfor the particles is Sn, Thé-predicted (with
de = 0.3e) and observed Coulomb excitation schemes for the two;nuclei are shown
in figs . 7 and 8. The overall agtrbement between theory and experiment'iâ very good.

There are very significant differences between the Coulomb excitation results of
Barnes et dl. .") and those by Galperin et d/. '0), especially concerning the strongest
transitions observed by the formeigroup of investigatofs.'Barnes et nl'. observed-very
large (z 1000Íe' " fm4) strengths to the 1037 and 1147 keV levels,in"1Sb and to the
1029 and 1087 keV levgls in 1z3Sb. The only tr sition of comparable : strength
observed by ¢alperin qt al. in these nuclei is thAt'. to : the 1032 kOV level in . 123Sb .
In this respect the present calculation supports ,66 results ofSarnes et dl. and -is in

V+

V+

V
T~+

y~
+
2 111

Ó p n 0
0,

let. :Sb

W
W
z
0
l-
49

0.5 W

Fig. 7 . Level Wbeme of "'ab as seen in a (x, x'y) reaction The B(S2) transition strengths are in
units of e' " fin'. The ground-state 4nadrupole moment is in units of e " fms.
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Fig. 8. Level scheme of 111 -'Sb. See caption of88. 7.
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rather serious disagreement with those of Cialperin et al. Transitions with moderate
strengths (200400e2 . fm4) are predicted togo to the12 andJ2 levels at %ts 1450 keV
in 121Sb and to the 12 and J3 levels at ~- 1450 keV in 123Sb. Such transitions were
observed at the 14223 and 1450 keV levels in 121Sb and at the 1502 keV level in 123Sb
but were not analysed 19).
The experimental quadrupole moments used in figs . 7 and8are those obtained from

themethod ofoptical spectroscopy'). These values are in rather serious disagreement
with those obtained using atomic beams 21), which are --29 and -39 e " fm',
respectively, for 12'Sb and 123Sb (the uncertainties in these results can be as large as
50 %). Due to the large uncertainties in both sets of measurements the calculated
values, which are very close to the respective means of the measured values favor
neither set of experiments.

In figs . 7 and 8, the centroids of the B(E2) strengths are seen to be about 100 to
200keV below the predicted location in the spectra. This may be due to some de-
ficiency in the particle-phonon interaction. An overall increase in the interaction
strength will not improve the situation, since it will depress the ground state more
than the excited states . However, additional structure, or fluctuation in the D-matrix
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elements would be present if the interactions which are non-collective in nature
between the particle (proton) and the core (Sn) hadbeen taken into account. In terms
of particles and phonons such interactions are of higher order terms ") than those
considered in eq. (8). These non-collective residual interactions will modify the
calculated spectra slightly but will not alter the distribution of B(E2) strengths in
any significant way. The centroid of the B(E2) strength could also be lowered if we
used quadrupole phonon energies which are, say, 150 keV lower than those observed
in the corresponding Sn isotopes. Because core polarization affects the effective charge
and the effective F-matrix in a similar manner, the fact that the phonon in Sb seems
to be more collective (B(E2; 0 -+ 2; de = 0.3) rs 1.48 B(E2; 0 -. 2 ; de = 0.2e))
than the phonon in Sn strongly suggests that the effective quadrupole F-matrix in Sb
may indeed be stronger and thus resulting in a lower energy for the 2+ phonon.

4. Results for Bals

In analogy to the Sb isotope, which was described as a proton coupled to Sn,
here we describe In as a proton-hole coupled to Sn . We shall concentrate our study
on 11'In, which experimentally is the most extensively studied isotope .
The 116Sn(d, 3He) reactions 23) reveal that only the (hole) orbitals gj, p* and p*

have significant spectroscopic strength in 11 sln. This information was in fact used to
determine the relative single-particle energies of these orbitals shown in table 1.
The calculated and measured single-particle strengths and excitation energies of the
J', I' and J- states are shown in table 4 . The calculated single-particle strength for
theI- state appears to be too large. Due to the fact that there is only one hole state
with positive parity, the present model predicts a quintet oflow excited positive-parity
states (1+ to *+) of which the main component is I g}(92+ ), with smaller two-
phonon components. Because ofhigher unperturbed energies and very weak couplings
to the term mentioned above, the components / p*®li and I p,®l>, where I = 3 - or
4+, can be totally ignored in calculating these positive-parity states . The calculated
amplitudes for the low-lying states are shown in table 5 and the spectrum in fig . 9.
Also shown in the figure are the predicted B(E2j), with de = 0.3e, and those ex-
tracted from Coulomb excitation 6. 24') . The most prominent feature in the observed

TNa1.B 4
Excitation energies and spectroscopic amplitudes of proton holes in 11 °1n

l' Excitation
exp

energy (MeV)
theory exp

VS
theory

L+ 0 0 0.86 0.88
}' 0.34 0.33 0.83 0.91
}- 0.60 0.62 0.71 0.87
12, 1.47 1.58 0.42 0.49



transition scheme is theespecially large strength going to theV' state . As waspointed
out by Dietrich et dl. e) this is a consequence of the mixing of the two-phonon
components into the dominantly one-phonon (plus proton-hole)-states at z 1.2 MeV.
The present calculation confirms their findings. However, the coupling matrix
element (derived from the realistic F-matrix) used here is less than two thirds the
matrix element used by Dietrich et at. Themajor deficiency in the present calculation
is that a B(E2) value of 890 e2 - fm' is predicted for the transition to the *+ state,
as compared to the measured value 24) of 500±50 e2 . fm4. The calculation of
Dietrich et al. yields a value of 700 e2 . fm4, and is in better agreement with experi-
ment.
The dependence of the calculated B(E2) values on the charge enhancement is

shown in fig . 10. As in the case for the Sb isotopes the value de & 0.3e again gives
the best agreement with experiment . Referring to our analysis in the last section,
we see that the core polarization in Sn induced by an extra proton particle or proton
hole is very nearly the same . Similarly, the predicted centroid of the B(E2) strength
would be in better agreement with experiment if the quadrupole phonon energy in
'"In were reduced by ;;t; 150 keV (see fig. 9). Unlike the Sb isotopes, measure-
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TAKE 5
Wave functions for low-lying states in 1 ' °In

ments 21) of the quadrupole moment of '"in using atomic beam and using the
method of optical spectroscopy yield almost identical results: Qo -- 83 e - fm'.
The predicted moment is smaller than, but not in disagreement with, the measured
result .

So far we have not seen the 3- phonon play any significant role in the low-lying
states in Sb or in In. This is because the energy of this phonon, at ss 2 MeV, is
comparatively high andthe particle-phonon interaction (z 0.7MM is too weak for

i. z< Zao zao` zag` zaaa° (da gt)

L+ 0.876 -0.434 0.066 -0.068 0.095
1+ 0 0.887 0 -0.436 -0.147
1+ 0 0.953 0 -0.020 -0.297
13+ 0.420 0.755 -0.236 0.243 -0.340
*+ 0 0.845 0 0.332 -0.418
*+ 0 0.895 0 -0.240 -0.380

z° Za e zsie
(d=)f., P; Pi-

}' 0.906 0.201 0.334 0
}' 0.868 0.085 -0.220 0.329 -0.287
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Fig. 9. Level scheme of 110hL See caption of8g. 7.
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its presence to be felt in the x 1 MeV region. An exception may be found in the
J- state at 600 keV.
A B(E3) strength of 1.2 x 104 e3 - fin" is calculated for the transition from the

ground state to the 600 keV state. Since the predicted spectroscopic factor for the }-
state is rather larger than the experimentally extracted value, which implies that the
amplitude of the (g4®3-) component in this state may be larger than we have cal-
culated, the B(E3) strengthgiven above should be taken as a lower limit . This strength
could be measured, for example, in an (e, e') experiment .
There are several states below m 1 MeV excitation that have been observed ex-

perimentally but not accounted for in the present model. The 828 Q'), 864 (J+ ?),
934 (J*) and 941 (J') keV levels have all been observed in the stripping
114Cd(3He, d) reaction ,") but only the 934 keV state has a significant single-
particle strength . These states, with the exception of the 9'34 keV level, which is very
weakly populated, have not been observed in the pick-up 116Sn(d, 3He) reaction.
Among these states the only one that is observed in the (d, d') reaction e) is the I"
states at 941 keV, which presumably obtains its moderate E2 strength by mixing with
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10. Computed B(E2) values in 116hL Fxperimental data are from refs . 6 .21.24.

S. Sommsry

the $+ state at 1078 keV. These four statesthus have a structure which ismore complex
than can be described by the present model. In the pick-up reaction an 1= 3 state
at 1040 keV is weakly populated . Presumably this is a small fragment ofthef# orbital,
which in our calculation is centered at m 2 MeV excitation.

We have shown that in a unified theory the vibrational excitations in the Sn
isotopes andthe coupling of the extra proton particle (in Sb) and proton hole in (In)
to these vibrations can be satisfactorily described by one and the same residual
interaction . For the Sb and In isotopes quantitative agreement between theory and
measured data is obtained even though no fine adjustments of parameters were
attempted in order to achieve a "best fit". However, it is shown that agreement
between calculated and measured B(E2) values is improved significantly when the
charge enhancement, de - 0.3e, for the valence particles in Sb and In, is allowed to
be slightly larger than that in Sn, where de = 0.2e. This implies an z 50 % increase
of the B(E2; 01 -+ 2i) value in the Sb or In isotopes over that in the Sn isotopes.
Similarly the theoretical centroids of the B(E2) strengths from the ground states
in Sb andIn would agree better with the observed centroid ifthe quadrupole phonon
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energies in these isotopes were allowed to be reduced. by

	

150koV compared to
their unperturbed positions of ki 1.2 MeV in Sn. Although not easy to calculate,
both of these effects can be understood as core polarizations induced by the extra
proton particle or hole in Sb or In . Indeed, in the Te and Cd isotopes, corresponding
to the Sn isotope plus two proton particles and holes, respectively, the B(E2; 01 -.21)
values are 2 to 3 times larger than, and the quadrupole phonon energies about half
the corresponding values in Sn [ref. se)] .

Because of the relatively high excitation energy of the octopole vibration and the
lack of low-lying single-particle orbitals with negative parity in Sb, the octupole
vibration plays essentially no role in the low-energy spectroscopy in Sb. In 1151n,
the I- state at 600 keV is predicted to have a non-negligible (g,,03 -) component
with a predicted B(E3 ; J+ -. I-) strength of ;~ 1.3 x 104e' - fin" . This, however,
awaits experimental confirmation .
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